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Vueling is most seasonal major LCC in
Europe; Qatar Airways increases seats
With the winter season now under way, airlines face the
perennial problem of seasonality. Nearly all airlines operating in
Europe generate more demand in summer than they do in
winter, driven by the strong European leisure market which
peaks around July and August when schools (and some
businesses) take their annual summer break. A handful of
airports, mostly serving ski resorts in and around the Alps
actually see demand peak in the winter, but they are the
exception rather than the rule.

six of the seven (U)LCCs are more seasonal than all eight of the
flag-carriers, reflecting their business model focus on leisure
traffic. The one exception is Norwegian, which is arguably the
LCC that is most like a flag-carrier with its growing portfolio of
long-haul routes and also having several bases in the
traditionally less seasonal Nordic markets.

The summer months are typically when airlines in Europe make
their biggest (and sometimes only) profits, pushing up fares as
demand often outstrips supply. Airlines want to minimize
seasonality as much as possible given that an aircraft sitting on
the ground in winter is not generating any revenue but is still
likely to be costing a lot of money.

Across all airlines the average reduction in seat capacity for
winter versus summer is 25%. Europe’s two biggest airlines
have similar reductions with Ryanair (down 23.3%) being
marginally less seasonal than easyJet (down 25.9%). The most
seasonal of the major LCCs this winter is Vueling, which is
offering almost 34% fewer seats than in the peak summer
period. This is consistent with the previous winter when the
difference was 34.1%. Last year too, easyJet and Ryanair’s
reduction in seats was almost exactly the same at around 25%.

LCCs more seasonal than flag-carriers

British Airways is most seasonal major flag-carrier

Welcome

In this issue of The ANKER Report we
look at airline seasonality and which of
Europe’s leading airlines are the most
(and least) seasonal
We also examine Austrian Airlines’s
network development in Vienna and
Valencia’s recent impressive growth.
We have details and analysis of almost
300 new European routes launched by
39 airlines at the start of the winter
season, plus a look at the impact of the
new aviation tax in Sweden and traffic
updates from Italy and the UK.

To see which of Europe’s biggest airlines suffer the most with
seasonality The ANKER report has compared two three-month
periods; July to August in 2018 (the summer peak) and
December 2018 to February 2019 (the winter off-peak). It
should be noted that the summer period contains 92 days and
the winter period just 90, so even if airlines operated the same
Ralph Anker number of flights every day in both periods, the winter period
ralph@anker-report.com would show a 2% reduction in flights.
Rather than looking at flights, this analysis looks at seat
capacity as airlines have some scope for switching aircraft on
routes to better match supply and demand. The analysis also
looks at flights departing from European airports only. The top
15 airlines for summer seat capacity are split almost evenly
between eight flag-carriers and seven (U)LCCs with Ryanair and
easyJet being the two biggest carriers for European seats.
The graph shows the difference in seats offered during winter
off-peak and the summer peak. It can immediately be seen that
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Across the eight major flag-carriers the difference in winter
capacity reductions is relatively small from minus 10% at
Aeroflot (which has just launched some 15 new routes at the
start of the W18/19 season - see page 4) to minus 17.6%, which
is the figure for British Airways. Last winter Alitalia was the
most seasonal of the top eight flag-carriers with capacity down
20% in winter. British Airways added several leisure routes in
S18 (Almeria, Figari and Kefalonia from Heathrow) and the
consequence of this is greater seasonality in its capacity, as last
year the difference was just 13%.
Apart from Aeroflot the flag-carriers with the least seasonality
are two further SkyTeam members, Air France and KLM. Both
these carriers use their in-house LCC Transavia to operate many
of the more seasonal, leisure-oriented destinations. Aeroflot
too has its own LCC subsidiary, in this case the rapidlyexpanding Moscow Vnukovo based
continues on page 12
carrier Pobeda.
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Austrian Airlines still dominates in Vienna despite advancing LCCs
While easyJet, Laudamotion, LEVEL and Wizz Air are all
fighting for supremacy in Vienna, it is worth noting that
Austrian Airlines (part of the Lufthansa Group) is still the
dominant carrier at the airport with 49% of scheduled
seat capacity in 2018, down just one percentage point
from its 50% share in 2017.
Since 2004 the number of destinations served non-stop
during the peak summer period has fluctuated between
110 and 135. In S18 (between May and September)
Austrian Airlines served 114 destinations non-stop.
Shiraz in Iran and Tokyo NRT (a resumption) were new,
replacing Isfahan in Iran and Kaunas. The latter only
operated in 2017 as a temporary alternative when
Vilnius was closed for runway maintenance.
Movements stable, seats up, sector length down
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data reveals that in
2018 Austrian operated virtually the same number of
flights from Vienna as it did 14 years ago in 2004.
However, annual seat capacity during the same period
has risen by 62% as a result of the average aircraft size
increasing from 88 seats per movement to 143 seats per
movement, as the airline phased out use of 50-seat
turboprops and jets and made more use of larger 737and A320-series aircraft during the last decade.
Curiously, ASKs have only grown by 23% since 2004. This
reflects a decrease in average sector length from 2,046
kilometres in 2004 to around 1,560 kilometres in 2018.
The biggest drop in sector length was in 2007 when it fell
by over 200 kilometres, driven by suspending long-haul
routes to Colombo, Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai and
Singapore. Flights to Shanghai resumed in April 2016 and
the route is now the airline’s biggest as measured by
weekly ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), just ahead of
Los Angeles and Bangkok.
Two top 15 routes (Hong Kong and Toronto) dropped
The airline’s top 15 routes for ASKs this summer contains
six US routes and five Asian routes, plus London LHR,
Tehran, Tel Aviv and Toronto. However, service to Hong
Kong (the sixth busiest by ASKs and launched in
September 2016) was suspended at the end of S18,
while Toronto flights will be taken over by Star Alliance
partner Air Canada next summer. Instead, Austrian
Airlines will begin daily service to Montreal.
Austrian offers a number of seasonal, winter-only longhaul routes, the newest of which is Cape Town, which
launched on 27 October with 2-weekly service. The
Maldives, Mauritius and the Seychelles are other
destinations served only in winter by the carrier.
This winter also saw Austrian finally drop its domestic
route to Linz. The 175-kilometre sector had seen
demand fall in recent years because of improved rail

Austrian Airlines’s summer network changes from Vienna 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop summer destinations added

Non-stop summer destinations dropped

2005

Alexandria, Amman, Basel, Cancun, Kefalonia, Mumbai, Tobago, Turin, Tuzla, Varna

Agadir, Alicante, Forli

2006

Bratislava, Corfu, Donetsk, Ekaterinburg, Heraklion, Iasi, Odessa, Pecs, Rhodes, Sibiu,
Skiathos, Tenerife TFS

Alexandria, Cancun, Kefalonia, Ljubljana, Mauritius, Montreal, Osaka KIX,
Poznan, Tobago, Tuzla

2007

Antalya, Astana, Bourgas, Chania, Chicago, Chios, Erbil, Florence, Fuerteventura, Gran
Canaria, Ibiza, Karpathos, Kavala, Kefalonia, Kos, Leipzig, Marrakech, Marsa Alam,
Moscow DME, Mykonos, Santorini, Sharm El-Sheik, Zakynthos

Amman, Beirut, Bratislava, Colombo, Dublin, Kuala Lumpur, Lisbon, Moscow
SVO, Pecs, Shanghai, Singapore

2008

Baia Mare, Bodrum, Dalaman, London LCY, Mytilene, Nizhny Novgorod, Samos,
Sochi/Adler

Fuerteventura, Kefalonia, Ibiza, Leipzig, Marrakech, Marsa Alam, Turin

2009

Amman, Dublin, Hurghada, Kefalonia, Luxor, Preveza, Riyadh

Ankara, Baia Mare, Bourgas, Chicago, Chios, London LCY, Luxembourg, Mumbai,
Nizhny Novgorod, Nuremberg, Palma de Mallorca, Reykjavik KEF, Riga

2010

Fuerteventura, Reykjavik KEF

Dublin, Ekaterinburg, Florence, Gran Canaria, Hannover, Malta, Odessa, Riyadh

2011

Baghdad, Cagliari, Florence, Gran Canaria, Lepizig, Mumbai, Olbia, Volos

Dresden, Faro, Malaga, Tbilisi, Tripoli

2012

Kalamata, Tripoli

Damascus, Helsinki, Milan LIN, Mumbai, Sochi/Adler

2013

Chicago, Chios, Palermo, Palma de Mallorca, Patras

Altenrhein, Donetsk, Fuerteventura, Gothenburg, Mytilene, Tehran, Timisoara

2014

Brac, Ibiza, Lamezia Terme, Male, New York EWR, Tehran

Baghdad, Sharm El-Sheikh, Tripoli

2015

Manchester, Menorca, Odessa

Brac, Istanbul, Kharkiv, Male, Rostov-on-Don

2016

Hong Kong, Isfahan, Jerez, Miami, Shanghai

Baku, Bodrum, Chios, Delhi, Dubai, Hurghada, Kavala, Palma de Mallorca, Samos

2017

Bari, Fuerteventura, Gothenburg, Kaunas, Los Angeles, Marrakech

Astana, Barcelona, Jerez, Rome FCO, Tokyo NRT

2018

Shiraz, Tokyo NRT

Isfahan, Kaunas

2019

Brindisi, Montreal

Hong Kong, Linz, Shiraz, Toronto

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for May-September for 2004-2019.
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Italy: Passenger numbers were up a robust 5.3% in
September across all of Italy’s airports. While four of the
top 12 airports registered double-digit growth, Milan LIN
(down 6%) and Bologna (down almost 11%) fared less
well. Bologna’s downturn was due to the airport being
closed for four days from 14-17 September for runway
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maintenance work. Among airlines, both Ryanair and
Alitalia reported small declines in seat capacity. easyJet
was the main driver of capacity growth followed by
Volotea.
UK: Airports across the UK recorded passenger growth
of just over 2% in August with only Belfast BFS recording
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double-digit growth while Birmingham traffic was down
almost 9%. Apart from suffering the loss of Monarch
flights, the airport has seen cutbacks from Emirates,
Flybe and Vueling and the departure of bmi regional,
Norwegian and United Airlines. However, Jet2.com has
virtually doubled its presence at the airport.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Adria Airways is basing one of its Saab 2000s at
Paderborn/Lippstadt in Germany this winter to serve
three routes not currently flown by any other carrier.
The Star Alliance carrier launched Vienna (4-weekly) and
Zurich (11-weekly) last week with London SEN (3weekly) set to follow on 8 November. Zurich and Vienna
are the home hubs of fellow Star Alliance carriers SWISS
and Austrian Airlines. Lufthansa already serves its hubs
in Frankfurt (12-weekly) and Munich (25-weekly) from
Paderborn/Lippstadt this winter. The German airport
handled 740,000 passengers in 2017 up just over 4% on
its 2016 throughput and is located around 70 kilometres
east of Dortmund.

Aer Lingus has taken over from CityJet in connecting
Dublin with London LCY. At the start of W18/19, CityJet
will now fly its Avro RJ85s on behalf of Aer Lingus on the
470-kilometre route. There will be 36 flights per week
complementing the 39 flights per week operated by
fellow IAG carrier British Airways. This winter Aer Lingus
also serves London LGW (39-weekly) and London LHR
(76-weekly). It now offers 151 weekly flights in
November between Dublin and London, compared with
129 for Ryanair, 87 for British Airways and 16 for Flybe.
Aer Lingus has also launched a new route (on 26
October) from Cork, its first since it began service to
Newquay in May 2017. The new route is to Lisbon, a
destination it served on a seasonal basis from S09 to
S14. The resumption of flights sees the route become a
year-round destination with 2-weekly flights in W18/19
operated by the airline’s A320 fleet. The service faces no
direct competition.

and Dubai DWC totally new destinations. At 10,050
kilometres, Denpasar, the airport serving the Indonesian
island of Bali, is the longest of the new routes served.
The addition of these new international routes means
that the Russian flag-carrier will be serving 100
international destinations this winter according to
FlightGlobal schedules data. The seven new domestic
routes are to Grozny, Izhevsk, Magas, Makhachkala,
Nalchik, Ulyanovsk and Vladikavkaz. Again, most of
these destinations have been served previously by
Aeroflot from Moscow. As a result, the airline will now
serve 54 domestic destinations from Moscow SVO this
winter.
Aigle Azur now operates 12-weekly on the French
domestic connection between Lyon and Nantes. The 540
-kilometre route is also served this winter by HOP! (34weekly) and easyJet (23-weekly). Aigle Azur will use its
A320s on its first domestic route, while easyJet, which
has operated the route since November 2009, uses a mix
of A319s and A320s. HOP! flies Airbus A318s and A319s,
Bombardier CRJ 1000s, Embraer E-190s and Fokker 100s
on the route according to FlightGlobal schedules data for
November. Aigle Azur offers four other routes from Lyon
this winter, all to destinations in Algeria. It is the airline’s
only route from Nantes this winter.

Air Arabia Maroc has expanded its European route
network from Agadir with the launch of new services
this winter to Basel (weekly on Mondays) and
Birmingham (2-weekly on Tuesdays and Fridays).
Neither route faces direct competition. The LCC already
serves Basel from Casablanca (3-weekly) but
Birmingham is a new destination for the carrier. This
winter Air Arabia Maroc will serve eight destinations in
Europe from Agadir, the others being Cologne Bonn,
Copenhagen, Dublin, Manchester, Munich and
Stockholm ARN. Apart from the two new European
routes the carrier has also added domestic routes from
Agadir this winter to Fez, Rabat and Tangier. Air Arabia
Maroc has also expanded its European network from its
Marrakech base with the addition of a new 2-weekly
service to Vienna, which launched on 29 October. This
becomes the LCC’s sixth European route from
Marrakech this winter joining Frankfurt, London LGW,
Montpellier, Paris CDG and Pau. The new Vienna route
is already served by Austrian Airlines (3-weekly) and
Laudamotion (2-weekly).

the two airlines announced an agreement whereby
Ryanair’s website would sell Air Malta flights. However,
while Air Malta’s flights to Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and
Munich are bookable on Ryanair’s website, the new
Berlin TXL route does not appear to be bookable. Air
Malta has also returned to the Hamburg and Leipzig
markets beginning on 31 October with weekly flights and
increasing in June 2019 to 2-weekly flights.

airBaltic now serves Oslo OSL and Stockholm ARN from
Tallinn. The 390-kilometre sector to the Swedish capital
will be served 12-weekly using the airline’s Q400s and
faces competition from Nordica (25-weekly) and SAS (22
-weekly). The longer, 775-kilometre sector to the
Norwegian capital will be served just 2-weekly using 737300s. This route is also already served by Nordica (12weekly) as well as Norwegian (6-weekly). This winter
airBaltic will serve a total of nine destinations from the
Estonian capital, with the others being Amsterdam,
Berlin TXL, London LGW (which launched in S18), Paris
CDG, Riga, Vienna and Vilnius.

Alitalia has begun new long-haul services from both
Rome FCO and Milan MXP at the start of W18/19. The
Italian capital is now linked 3-weekly to Mauritius and
becomes the Italian flag-carrier’s sixth route to Africa
this winter. It already serves Algiers, Cairo, Casablanca,
Johannesburg (launched earlier this year) and Tunis.
However, service to Oran in Algeria, which operated last
winter, was suspended at the beginning of S18. On 1

Aeroflot chose the start of the W18/19 season to launch
no fewer than 15 routes from its Moscow SVO base. Of
these, eight were to destinations outside of Russia while
seven were new domestic services. Five of the new
international routes (Dubai DWC, Dublin, Gothenburg,
Ljubljana and Osh in Kyrgyzstan) will be served daily
while Colombo (5-weekly), Denpasar (3-weekly) and
Bukhara in Uzbekistan (2-weekly) will be served less
frequently. Five of these eight routes have been served
in the past by Aeroflot with only Colombo, Denpasar
Air Europa has become the latest European carrier to
start serving Eilat/Ovda in Israel. The Spanish SkyTeam
member began weekly (Tuesdays) service on the 3,610kilometre route from Madrid on 30 October using its 737
-800s. No other carrier serves the route which is the
airline’s second route to Israel as it already serves Tel
Aviv with 8-weekly flights.
After a relatively brief hiatus, Air Malta is once again
serving Berlin TXL. The Maltese flag-carrier last served
the German capital from Malta in November 2017 but
dropped the route when a charter agreement was not
renewed. However, the route has now resumed with 2weekly flights using the airline’s A320s. Although there is
no direct competition, Ryanair also offers 2-weekly
service from Malta to Berlin SXF this winter. In August
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Latest European route news
November Alitalia launched only its third international
route from Milan MXP with the addition of 2-weekly
flights to Malé in the Maldives. The route is also flown
weekly this winter by Neos. Alitalia’s other international
routes this winter from Milan MXP are to New York JFK
and Tokyo NRT. Last winter it also operated flights from
Milan MXP to Abu Dhabi and Buenos Aires. Both new
routes will be flown using A330-200s.

S18, just over two years since its launch in September
2016.
Belavia started 5-weekly service between Minsk and
Chisinau on 30 October. The 780-kilometre route will be
flown using a mix of the airline’s E175s and CRJ 200s,

Austrian Airlines now serves five destinations in Africa
with the launch of 2-weekly service from Vienna to Cape
Town. The Star Alliance carrier will serve the South
African city with its 777-200s until the end of April. Cairo
(Egypt), Marrakech (Morocco), Mauritius and the
Seychelles are the other destinations in Africa already
served by Austrian. However, while Africa gets an
additional route from Austrian, Asia loses one, with the
carrier having ceased service to Hong Kong at the end of

though the inaugural flight was operated using one of
the airline’s larger E195s. The airline’s other new routes
for winter are to Belgrade, Kazan and Rostov-on-Don,
but these were all launched during S18.
Blue Air expanded its route network from two of its
bases at the start of W18/19. From Bucharest it has
added two new routes to Marrakech (weekly until early
January) and Paris CDG (4-weekly). There is no
competition on the seasonal route to Morocco.
However, Air France and TAROM both offer 2-daily
service on the route to the French capital. It is worth
noting that Blue Air also serves Paris BVA from
Bucharest and competes on this route with Wizz Air.
Meanwhile, from Turin, the carrier has also launched
two new routes, to Stuttgart and Venice VCE, both of
which will be served 3-weekly using ATR 72-500s
operated by FlyValan. Neither of these new routes from
Turin faces direct competition. These new routes help
compensate for the suspension at the end of S18 of Blue
Air flights from Turin to Madrid and Trapani.

British Airways continues to find ways to add new
routes from its constrained home hub at London LHR.
The start of the winter season saw the UK flag-carrier
launch three new routes to Durban (3-weekly with 7878s), Marrakech (4-weekly with A320s) and Moscow SVO
(6-weekly with A321s). British Airways last served
Durban via Johannesburg in 1999 while Marrakech was
last served by the carrier from Heathrow in 2012. It
already serves Marrakech from Gatwick. The Moscow
SVO route was last served in 2003 and complements the
carrier’s existing service to Moscow DME. Aeroflot
already connects Heathrow and Moscow SVO with 32weekly flights this winter. Despite these new route
additions, according to FlightGlobal schedules data
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Latest European route news
British Airways is operating 5% fewer flights from
Heathrow this winter compared with W17/18 and
accounts for 46% of the airport’s seat capacity this
winter compared with 48% last winter. Routes flown last
winter but not this winter from Heathrow are Asturias,
Calgary, Luanda, Palermo, Palma de Mallorca, Tehran
IKA and Turin. Of these seven routes, Calgary, Palermo
and Palma de Mallorca will resume service in S19.

Condor began non-stop service on 1 November between
Frankfurt and Kuala Lumpur. The 3-weekly service is
now the airline’s longest route at 10,000 kilometres,
beating the 9,360-kilometre route to Cape Town.
Lufthansa last connected the two airports in February
2016 while Malaysia Airlines suspended its service in
May 2015.

and VCE-ACE (2). The average weekly frequency across
these routes is 3.4 flights per week. The longest new
route is from Stansted to Hurghada in Egypt at 3,920
kilometres, while the shortest is the 525-kilometre
sector between Berlin TXL and Warsaw WAW. easyJet
faces direct competition on 15 of the 36 routes from a
variety of carriers including Aegean Airlines, Flybe,
Germania, Jet2.com, LOT Polish Airlines, Norwegian,
Royal Air Maroc, Ryanair, TAP Portugal, Transavia and
Vueling.

Edelweiss Air, which was profiled in Issue 25 of The
ANKER Report, has launched three new routes for this
winter from its Zurich base. Eilat/Ovda in Israel, La
Palma in the Canary Islands and Varadero in Cuba will
each be served weekly and flights will codeshare with
SWISS. Only the Spanish route faces direct competition
with Germania Flug also serving La Palma with weekly
flights. Edelweiss Air already serves Havana in Cuba 2weekly.

seven airports in Europe this winter. Hainan Airlines also
serves Brussels, Madrid and Zurich, with Air China
serving Frankfurt and China Southern Airlines serving
Moscow SVO. Shenzhen Airlines began service to
London LHR on 30 October.
KLM has replaced Air France on the route between
Amsterdam and Marseille. The 990-kilometre sector will
be flown 3-daily by the Dutch carrier using its 737-800s.
easyJet also served the market during the summer with
3-weekly flights. However, its service appears to have
been suspended at the end of the S18 season, having
launched in May 2016. KLM now serves seven
destinations in France from Amsterdam, the others
being Bordeaux, Lyon, Montpellier, Nice, Paris CDG and
Toulouse. During S18 it also served Nantes, but this
route has been handed back to Air France.
On 29 October Kuwait Airways began connecting Kuwait
City with Milan MXP. Operating 3-weekly using A330200s the 3,870-kilometre route is the airline’s second
route to Italy after Rome FCO. The Kuwaiti flag-carrier
also serves Frankfurt, Geneva, Istanbul, London LHR,
Munich and Paris CDG. During S18 the airline also served
Malaga, Trabzon and Vienna but these are seasonal
services. Since August Kuwait Airways has been
operating out of the new Terminal 4 at Kuwait
International Airport, which is designed to handle 4.5
million passengers per annum.

Eurowings started the winter season by launching 15
new routes up to Friday 2 November. Ten of these were
to destinations in the Canary Islands, of which six are
already served by Germania. Of the remaining five new
routes, two were to Kosice in Slovakia (from Düsseldorf
and Munich), two were to Havana (also from Düsseldorf
and Munich) while the final new route was a 4-weekly
service from Düsseldorf to Bangkok. The route to the
Thai capital was last served by airberlin in April 2012 and
before that by LTU.
easyJet launched a total of 36 routes at the start of the
winter season up to 2 November, with another six set to
begin in the following fortnight. The airline has added
two new destinations to its network; Rovaniemi in
Finland (served 2-weekly from London LGW) and
Warsaw WAW (now served from Basel, Berlin TXL,
Geneva and London LGW). The Polish capital was last
served by easyJet in July 2009 from its London LTN base
having also operated flights from its Bristol base
between October 2007 and October 2008. Aqaba in
Jordan will become another new destination next week.
Of the 72 airports involved in the 36 new routes, 14 are
in the UK, 11 in Germany, eight in France, six in Spain
and five in Italy, Poland and Switzerland. A total of 45
airports welcomed at least one new easyJet route this
winter with Berlin SXF leading the way with six, followed
by Berlin TXL (five), Warsaw WAW (four) and Basel,
London LGW and Manchester with three each. The 36
new routes in full are: AMS-FUE (2-weekly), BFS-FUE (2),
BFS-PRG (2), BOD-ESU (2), BRS-LCA (2), BSL-SPC (2), BSLWAW (3), GLA-VCE (2), GVA-RNS (3), GVA-WAW (4),
LGW-AAR (2), LGW-RVN (2), LGW-WAW (4), LPL-TLS (4),
LTN-KRK (4), LYS-AGA (2), MAN-BOD (2), MAN-FAO (4),
MAN-LIS (3), MXP-HRG (2), NCE-OPO (3), SEN-BUD (2),
STN-HRG (2), SXF-ACE (2), SXF-ARN (6), SXF-CDG (7), SXFLJU (3), SXF-LPA (1), SXF-TRN (3), TLS-RAK (3), TXL-AGA
(2), TXL-ATH (7), TXL-BSL (19), TXL-PSA (2), TXL-WAW (7)

Laudamotion has launched 25 new routes at the start of
the winter season up to Friday 2 November, 20 from
Vienna, three from Berlin TXL and two from Düsseldorf.
The new Vienna routes are to Amman, Barcelona BCN,
Bologna, Bucharest, Copenhagen, Dublin, Faro, Gran
Canaria, Krakow, Lanzarote, Larnaka, London STN,
Madrid, Marrakech, Milan BGY, Paris BVA, Rome FCO,
Seville, Tenerife TFS and Valencia. Of these, just four
(London STN, Milan BGY, Paris BVA and Seville) are not
already served by other carriers. Ten of the routes will
see the Ryanair supported airline compete head-to-head
with flag-carrier Austrian Airlines.
Hainan Airlines on 20 October began a new 2-weekly
service between Shenzhen and Vienna. The Chinese
carrier will serve the 8,700-kilometre route on Thursdays
and Saturdays using its 787-8s. According to
flightradar24.com the inaugural flight arrived almost
three hours late in the Austrian capital. China and
Vienna are already linked by non-stop flights operated
by Austrian Airlines to Beijing and Shanghai, while
fellow Star Alliance carrier Air China also connects the
two capitals. Shenzhen Airport, which handled 45.6
million passengers in 2017, will have direct service to

LEVEL on 31 October transferred its service between
Barcelona and Oakland, to San Francisco. The route,
which operates with Iberia flight numbers, will be served
2-weekly in winter and faces no direct competition.
While operating 3-weekly to Oakland during the
summer, passengers could also choose to fly with
Norwegian on the same route. LEVEL operates one other
route to the US in winter from Barcelona, a 3-weekly
service to Boston, which also faces no competition.
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Latest European route news
Loganair has replaced Ryanair as the airline connecting
Glasgow GLA and City of Derry in Northern Ireland.
Ryanair suspended its service at the end of S18 (along
with several others from Glasgow moving them to
Edinburgh) and Loganair has stepped in to offer a 5weekly service using its Saab 340s. This becomes
Loganair’s tenth route from Glasgow this winter.

Alliance member Aegean Airlines already serves
Thessaloniki with daily flights. Other destinations not
served by Lufthansa from Frankfurt last winter, but
operating this winter are several routes launched during
S18; notably Chisinau, Glasgow, San Diego, San Jose
(Costa Rica) and Shenyang. In addition, Bordeaux,
launched in April 2017 as a summer-only route, is now
also operating through the winter season.

According to planespotters.net the airline’s fleet
comprises two 737-800s previously operated by
Shandong Airlines.

Luxair now connects Luxembourg with Marrakech
(weekly until 30 April 2019) and Ras al-Khaimah in the
UAE (2-weekly until 27 February 2019). The latter is now
the airline’s longest route at 5,010 kilometres. Luxair’s
scheduled seat capacity this winter is virtually
unchanged from W17/18. However, services to
Stockholm ARN and Turin which operated last winter
are not part of the airline’s offering this winter with
connections to both cities terminated at the end of S18.

Norwegian celebrated the start of the winter season by
launching no fewer than 14 new routes (up to 2
November) from European airports. These were: ARNKBV, ARN-MCO, ARN-TLL, CPH-AQJ, CPH-KBV, FCO-FLL,
FCO-KEF, FCO-TLV, HEL-GDN, LGW-TPA, MAD-FLL, OSLDXB, OSL-KBV and OSL-TLV. Four of the routes were to
airports in Florida (including the airline’s latest US route
from London LGW to Tampa) and three to Krabi in
Thailand, a new destination for the carrier. There were
four new routes to destinations in the Middle East;
Aqaba, Dubai and two to Tel Aviv. The three remaining
routes were to Estonia, Iceland and Poland. The

Lufthansa enhanced its route network with the addition
of four new routes from Frankfurt at the end of October.
Eilat/Ovda in Israel will be served 2-weekly just during
the winter period. Agadir (2-weekly in winter and then
weekly in S19), Thessaloniki (2-weekly) and Trieste (12weekly) will be served year-round. The Moroccan route
will face competition from both Condor and Ryanair,
who both also serve Agadir 2-weekly. Fellow Star

MyWay Airlines, the recently launched Georgian-based
carrier (IATA code MJ) has begun 2-weekly service
between Tbilisi and Budapest. Frequency on the 2,110kilometre route will increase to 3-weekly in late
November. No other carrier currently connects these
two airports. The airline’s other routes from Tbilisi this
winter are to Kharkiv, Kiev KBP, Rome FCO and Tel Aviv.
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Stockholm ARN to Tallinn route sees Norwegian
competing with airBaltic, Nordica and SAS, while the
Rome FCO to Tel Aviv route is already served by Alitalia,
El Al, Ryanair and Vueling.

operated via Dubai. London is the airline’s only
destination in Europe. The carrier’s only other long-haul
routes are to Dubai (4-weekly) and Melbourne (daily).

Oman Air added Russia to its network when it began
daily service to Moscow DME from Muscat on 28
October. The 3,910-kilometre service will be flown using
the airline’s new 737 MAX 8s, of which it currently has
five according to planespotters.net. This is currently the
only scheduled service linking Oman and Russia. Oman
Air’s scheduled seat capacity at Muscat is up around
14% in W18/19 compared with last winter. Its last new
service to Europe was to Istanbul IST which launched on
1 June 2018.

Pobeda has launched eight new routes in the last
fortnight. Aeroflot’s in-house LCC has added three new
domestic routes, three routes to Tbilisi in Georgia (from
Ekaterinburg, Kazan and Perm) as well as 3-weekly
flights between Kaliningrad and Rome FCO and a daily
connection between St. Petersburg and Istanbul SAW.
An additional new route had been planned connecting
Kaliningrad with London STN, but this was cancelled
before services were scheduled to begin on 23 October.

welcomed Ryanair flights last winter will not see the
airline’s aircraft this winter. They are Craiova (served
from Valencia), Linz (from London STN), Oradea (from
five airports), Rhodes (from Athens) and Varna (served
from Brussels CRL).
SAS has transferred its Hong Kong service from
Stockholm ARN to Copenhagen for operational reasons
at the start of the winter season. The 5-weekly service
on the 8,700-kilometre route will be flown by the Star
Alliance carrier’s A340-300s and faces no direct
competition. A second new route, between Gothenburg
and Berlin TXL was launched by SAS on 26 October. This
570-kilometre route will initially be flown 4-weekly and
faces competition from easyJet which launched its own
service between the two cities in August. SAS’s service
will then almost disappear in December and January
before resuming with 2-weekly flights in March 2019.

No prizes for guessing which airline launched the most
new routes at the start of the winter season. As usual it
was Ryanair, which up to Friday 2 November had
launched 107 new routes spread across 26 countries and
involving no fewer than 80 of its airports. For a summary
of which country markets and airports saw the most new
routes see the separate graphs on page 9. The airline
added five airports to it network; Aqaba in Jordan, Banja
Luka in Bosnia & Herzegovina, Essaouira in Morocco,
Lviv in Ukraine and Ouarzazate in Morocco and one new
country market (Bosnia & Herzegovina). A further eight
airports are welcoming Ryanair flights this winter having
not welcomed them last winter but having previously
been served in S18. They are Amman (10 routes), Berlin
TXL (from Palma de Mallorca), Chania (from Pafos and
Thessaloniki), Crotone (from Milan BGY), Düsseldorf
(from Alicante, Malaga and Palma de Mallorca), Kiev
KBP (12 routes), Newquay (from Alicante) and Tampere
(from Budapest). Conversely, five airports that

Shenzhen Airlines is the latest airline to serve Europe’s
busiest airport, London LHR. The Chinese carrier, which
is part-owned by Air China and a member of the Star
Alliance, began 3-weekly non-stop service from
Shenzhen on 30 October. According to ACL, which
manages slots at Heathrow, fellow Star Alliance member
Air Canada has traded six weekly slots with Air China for
W18/19. This winter Heathrow will be connected to 10
airports in mainland China (as well as Hong Kong), six of
which were not served last November (Changsha,
Chongqing, Sanya, Shenzhen, Wuhan and Xi’an).
Shenzhen Airport handled 45.6 million passengers in
2017 making it China’s fifth busiest airport. Of the 71
weekly flights this winter between Heathrow and China,
just 24 are operated by UK carriers (British Airways has
17 weekly flights split across Beijing and Shanghai while
Virgin Atlantic flies daily to Shanghai).

Royal Brunei Airlines now serves London LHR non-stop
from Bandar Seri Begawan. The 11,300-kilometre daily
service flown with the airline’s 787-8s had previously

Sky Express, which was profiled in Issue 26 of The ANKER
Report, has added two further domestic routes from
Athens this time to Chania (3-daily) and Ioannina (daily).
Both routes launched on 1 November and will be flown
using the carrier’s ATR 72s. This brings to 24 the number
of domestic destinations served by Sky Express from the
Greek capital, up from 16 this time last year. Both routes
are already served by Olympic Air, which is a subsidiary
of Aegean Airlines.
SunExpress, which is a joint venture between Lufthansa
and Turkish Airlines, has taken over from Lufthansa on
the route between Munich and the Turkish capital
Ankara. The 1,920-kilometre route will be flown daily
using 737-800s and faces no competition. SunExpress
(IATA code XQ) also serves Ankara from Düsseldorf with
4-weekly flights.
SWISS now serves 11 German airports from its base at
Zurich following the launch of 12-weekly flights to
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Bremen on 29 October. The route will be operated by a
mix of aircraft including Q400s and Airbus A220-series
aircraft (aka Bombardier C Series). According to
FlightGlobal schedules data, SWISS’s capacity on German
routes this winter is up 21% compared with last winter.
The Bremen route was last served by AIS Airlines in April
2016 (using Jetstream 32s) and before that by OLT
Express (using Saab 2000s).

Wizz Air launched a total of 15 new routes at the start of
the W18/19 season (up to 2 November). These are; BUDDSA (3-weekly), CLJ-LPL (2), GDN-HRK (2), IAS-LPL (2), IEV
-VIE (6), LTN-LIS (7), LTN-VDA (2), LWO-BTS (3), OTP-LPL
(3), PRN-FMM (3), TIA-DTM (2), VIE-WAW (5), VNO-LWO
(2), WAW-RAK (2), WRO-HRK (2). The shortest of these is
the 520-kilometre route between Lviv in Ukraine and
Bratislava in Slovakia, while the longest is the 3,695kilometre sector from London LTN to Eilat/Ovda in
Israel. The average weekly frequency of these new
routes is 3.1 flights per week. Liverpool gets three new
routes (all to Romania), Kharkiv, London LTN, Vienna
and Warsaw WAW each welcome two new services.
Marrakech is the airline’s only new destination this
winter (served 2-weekly from Warsaw WAW). Wizz Air
faces direct competition on only three of the 15 new
routes; from Austrian Airlines (18-weekly) and LOT
Polish Airlines (14-weekly) on the Vienna to Warsaw

WAW route, from Blue Air (3-weekly) on the Bucharest
to Liverpool route, and from easyJet (13-weekly) on the
Luton to Lisbon route.

New airports for W18/19
This winter over 620 airports across Europe are expected
to welcome scheduled services. Among those, The
ANKER Report has identified seven that did not see any
scheduled service last winter for various reasons.
Leading the pack is the Istanbul New Airport (ISL) which
recently welcomed its first scheduled flights with Turkish
Airlines (see page 11). Next up for flights is Targu Mures
in Romania, which re-opened to scheduled flights in June
2018 after having undergone major renovations and
been closed since December 2016.
Crotone had last seen scheduled flights in October 2016
with Ryanair to Milan BGY, Pisa and Rome FCO. This
June Ryanair resumed flights to the Italian airport with
flights to Milan BGY and Pisa, with Milan flights
operating year-round.
Murcia’s new airport (IATA code RMU) is set to welcome
easyJet flights from Bristol and London in mid-January,
while another Spanish airport, Burgos, now has yearround service to Barcelona which began in June. Finally,
Mostar in Bosna & Herzegovina now has year-round
service to Zagreb with Croatia Airlines, while Baia Mare
in Romania has year-round flights to Bucharest with
TAROM which began in September.

TAROM chose 31 October as the launch date for not
one, but two new international routes from Bucharest. It
now serves Odessa in Ukraine with 3-weekly flights using
ATR 72s and Tbilisi in Georgia with 2-weekly flights using
a mix of Airbus and Boeing jets. Both routes depart the
Romanian capital after midnight and return to Bucharest
between 06:00 and 07:00. Neither route faces any direct
competition.

Transavia expanded its route network from Amsterdam
on 1 November to include Beirut in Lebanon. The route
will initially be flown 2-weekly (Thursdays and Sundays)
until mid-February when a third flight (on Tuesdays) will
be added. The two cities were last connected by nonstop service in August 2006 when KLM offered 4-weekly
flights.
Turkish Airlines made Doha its newest route from its
Istanbul SAW base, when it began 3-weekly service on
30 October. It already serves the Qatari capital 2-daily
from Istanbul IST. Competition on the new route comes
from Qatar Airways (3-daily) and Pegasus Airlines
(daily). Abu Dhabi and Baku are other destinations
served this winter by Turkish Airlines from Istanbul SAW
that did not operate last winter from the airport.
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Valencia welcomes four new airlines in 2018 as traffic set to grow by
more than 10% for fourth straight year; Aegean arriving in 2019
Located on Spain’s east coast around 300 kilometres
south of Barcelona, Valencia is Spain’s third largest city
with around 800,000 inhabitants. It is home to the
futuristic City of Arts and Sciences complex designed by
Santiago Calatrava and has hosted a Formula One race
five times on the city’s streets from 2008 to 2012. It has
also hosted the America’s Cup sailing event while the
city’s football team is one of the most successful in Spain
winning La Liga twice at the beginning of the new
millennium. However, a spectacular new football
stadium, begun in 2007 is still awaiting completion.
Traffic record of 2007 finally broken in 2017
After seeing traffic almost double from 3.1 million
passengers in 2004 to just under six million in 2007,
demand fell in five of the seven subsequent years to 4.6
million in 2014. However, the last three years have each
seen double-digit growth, of 10% in 2015, 15% in 2016
and 16% in 2017. As a result passenger numbers finally
broke through the six million passenger mark in 2017,
reaching almost 6.8 million.
Double-digit growth has continued into 2018 and in the
first nine months of the year the airport has already
handled just over 5.9 million passengers, representing
growth of almost 16% compared with 2017.
Ryanair #1 carrier since 2010
Ryanair has played a key role in the development of the
airport in recent years. It first served Valencia in
November 2004 from its London STN base and first
made the airport a base in October 2007. After
withdrawing aircraft (but not all services) in late 2008
following a dispute over charges, it became a base again
in W10/11.
Ryanair has served over 60 destinations at one time or
other from Valencia and became the airport’s biggest
airline in 2010 according to analysis of Aena passenger
statistics. After accounting for around 40% of the
airport’s passengers in 2011, 2012 and 2013, Ryanair’s
share fell to around 33% in the following thee years
before growing to 37% in 2017.
Aena statistics show that in the first nine months of this
year Ryanair has already transported more than 2.2
million passengers through the airport, more than three
times as many as its nearest rival Vueling.
Air Algérie, Alitalia, Laudamotion and LEVEL new for ‘18
This year has seen Valencia welcome four new airlines.
Alitalia began daily service from Rome FCO at the start of
S18 while Air Algérie began 2-weekly service from Algiers
(competing with Vueling) on 17 June. LEVEL began flights
from Vienna on 12 August while Laudamotion began
competing on the route at the start of the W18/19
season joining Wizz Air who began their Vienna service
on 14 June. As a result, Vienna, which was not served by
any carrier from Valencia last winter is now served by
three airlines. It will be interesting to see which will still
be operating this route this time next year.
Apart from Laudamotion’s new Vienna service, Ryanair
added four new routes at the start of W18/19 to
Bordeaux, Cagliari, Fez and Tangier. Vueling has not
opened a new route from Valencia since it briefly served
Oran in Algeria in S17. easyJet added Belfast BFS flights
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in S18 to complement its existing London routes to
Gatwick and Luton and its Toulouse route. However, it
dropped flights to Hamburg.
Aegean Airlines coming in 2019
Looking ahead to 2019, Aegean Airlines is set to launch
service from Athens in early June while British Airways
will switch its London service from Gatwick to Heathrow.
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Ryanair has so far announced just one new route, to its
new base in Nantes.
Valencia’s last long-haul service was with Delta Air Lines
to New York JFK, which operated during the summer
peak from S09 to S12. The airport’s longest routes at
present are its two services to Moscow with S7 Airlines
(to Domodedovo) and Aeroflot (to Sheremetyevo).
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Istanbul New Airport opens; Turkish Airlines will initially operate
routes to five destinations; full operational move set for end of year
The new mega airport in Istanbul was officially opened
by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Monday
29 October, the 95th anniversary of the establishment of
the Turkish Republic. Currently operating using the IATA
code ISL and referred to as Istanbul New Airport, the
airport will inherit Istanbul Atatürk’s IST code next year
when Turkish Airlines moves its operations across to the
new airport. The first scheduled service, to the country’s
capital Ankara, launched on Wednesday 31 October
using one of the Star Alliance carrier’s 777-300s
(registration TC-LJF). Flight TK2124 departed 20 minutes
late according to Flightradar24.com, but arrived in the
capital 16 minutes early thanks to the generous 85
minute block time for a flight that takes between 45 and
50 minutes. The Ankara service will operate daily until
the end of the year using 737-800s.

capable of handling over 200 million passengers per
annum. Last year, Istanbul Atatürk handled 63.7 million
passengers making it Europe’s fifth busiest airport and

the 15th busiest in the world. So far in 2018 passenger
numbers are up almost 9%, though in the third quarter
of 2018 demand has grown by less than 1%.

Daily flights to Antalya and Izmir began on Thursday 1
November, while service to Ercan, in Turkish-controlled
northern Cyprus, seems to have started on Friday 2
November. Daily service to Baku in Azerbaijan appears to
be scheduled to launch on Thursday 8 November. The
rest of Turkish Airlines’s network is currently set to
transfer to the airport at the end of December. An exact
timescale of when other carriers will transfer across to
the new airport has not yet been determined.
Construction of the new airport only began in 2015 and
the masterplan envisages an airport with six runways
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SmartWings tops seasonality rankings
Once the analysis is extended beyond the top 15 airlines,
to include the top 50 airlines, many more leisure airlines
are encountered with far more extreme seasonality
issues. Out of the 35 airlines ranked in S18 between 16th
and 50th, 17 of them reduce seat capacity by more than
40% in our three-month winter period compared with
our three-month summer period.
Prague-based SmartWings takes the dubious honour of
being the most seasonal of Europe’s top 50 airlines.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data the airline will
cut its winter capacity by almost 90% compared with the
summer period, significantly more than any other
carrier. This is not a one-off, as analysis of data for the
previous year shows a similar pattern with winter
capacity down just over 90%.
The top 12 airlines in this ranking are mostly airlines that
have evolved from a background in package tour
holidays. Three airlines of the TUI Group feature as does
Thomas Cook Airlines. UK-based Jet2.com has developed
its own holiday company after starting life as a more
traditional LCC.
The oddity among the top 12 is probably Volotea, which
focusses on much smaller markets in and around the
Mediterranean and still uses some older and smaller
(but cheap to own) Boeing 717s.
Aegean Airlines most seasonal flag-carrier
Given that the carrier is based in the holiday hot-spot of
Greece it is maybe no coincidence that the most
seasonal flag-carrier is Aegean Airlines. Its subsidiary
Olympic Air, which focuses on slightly less seasonal
domestic operations, also sees a capacity drop of just
over 40% in winter.
As the only North American based airline to feature in
Europe’s top 50 airlines, Delta Air Lines offers almost
45% fewer seats in winter than it does in summer. The
other leading North American carriers are fairly similar;
the figure for American Airlines is also around 45%,
United Airlines is rather better at just 34% while Air
Canada is worse at 55%.

Qatar Airways capacity actually up in winter
Looking at those airlines that perform better than
Aeroflot’s drop of just 10%, we find Air Europe (down
8.5%), Finnair (down 7.1%), HOP! (down just 4.8%),
Emirates (down just 2.6%), fast-growing Pobeda (down
just 1.0%) and Qatar Airways.
The Doha-based oneworld carrier, which has had to
realign its network after flight bans to a number of
neighbouring countries in the Middle East, is actually
offering slightly more capacity to Europe between
December 2018 and February 2019 than it did between
July 2018 and August 2018.
Despite dropping summer-only routes to Antalya,

Bodrum, Hatay, Malaga and Mykonos, the carrier has
added capacity on several of its 47 remaining routes to
European destinations, which includes Gothenburg as a
new destination starting on 12 December. The biggest
capacity increases are (ranked by additional seats) to
Copenhagen, Warsaw WAW, Manchester, Helsinki,
Stockholm ARN, Prague, Oslo and Zurich. This indicates a
clear focus on the Nordic nations.
Emirates’s capacity to Europe is almost unchanged but it
is transferring Zagreb flights to flydubai for the winter
season. Apart from the airline’s new Edinburgh service
(which began on 1 October) there are also significant
capacity increases on the Moscow DME, Amsterdam,
Stockholm ARN and Istanbul SAW routes.

Sweden drops to bottom of Nordic rankings after taxes introduced in
April; traffic down in three of last five months as NextJet collapses
In April 2018 Swedish authorities introduced a new
Departure Tax on all flights leaving Sweden. On domestic
and EU flights this is 60 SEK (about six Euros), outside the
EU but under 6,000 kilometres it is 250 SEK (about 24
Euros) and on sectors of over 6,000 kilometres it is 400
SEK (about 39 Euros). The government has made no
attempt to disguise the fact that the aim of the tax is to
reduce air travel (and thus emissions) as part of its
Sustainable Development Goals target for 2030.
According to local media reports over 50% of the
population were in favour of the tax at the time of its
introduction, up from 44% in the year before that.

Some of NextJet’s assets have been acquired by a
Norwegian company which has resumed operations
under the name Air Leap (www.airleap.se) and is flying 2
-daily from Stockholm ARN to Mariehamn in Finland and
also domestic routes from the Swedish capital to
Jönköping and Karlstad. These are also served 2-daily on
weekdays. According to the airline’s website, flights are
in co-operation with Danish Air Transport.
Looking ahead, according to FlightGlobal schedules data,
Swedish flights are down 1.7% in November, down 0.8%
in December, up 0.2% in January, down 3.1% in February
and down 2.9% in March.

In the first four months of 2018 Swedish air travel grew
by between 2% and 4% each month. However, in May,
June and September passenger numbers were indeed
reduced while growth in July and August was only
around 1%. As a result, Sweden has now fallen well
behind Finland, Denmark and Norway in terms of air
travel growth in S18.
In 2017 air traffic grew by 9.2% in Finland (versus 3.5% in
2016), 6.2% in Sweden (5.8%), 2.3% in Norway (0.7%)
and 2.1% in Denmark (8.6%). In the first nine months of
2018 the year-to-date growth rates are: Finland 11.0%,
Denmark 4.3%, Norway 2.8% and Sweden just 1.1%.
NextJet suspended flying in mid-May
Just six weeks after the introduction of the new tax, one
of Sweden’s regional airlines, NextJet, ceased
operations. How much of a coincidence this is remains
unclear as the airline had already been in some financial
difficulty. However, it is safe to assume that the
introduction of the tax did it no favours and possibly
hastened the airline’s collapse.
At the time of its demise, NextJet was the seventh
biggest carrier in Sweden (after SAS, Norwegian,
Braathens Regional, Ryanair, Wizz Air and Lufthansa)
accounting for just under 3% of the country’s seat
capacity.
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